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VISIT TO CATHOLIC J UNIOR COLLEGE

On 29th March, we visited Catholic Junior College. It was the third junior college established in Singapore and has
over 1,650 students enrolled on its 7-hectare campus. This college offers a 2-year course for pre-university
students leading up to GCE ‘A’ level examinations. We were given a very warm welcome in front of the whole
college during the morning assembly. Two teachers then proceeded to give us informative presentations on the
history of the college and Singapore. We were then taken for a guided tour around the whole campus. There were
so many facilities to assist the students in their education. Their classrooms were built for a strength of 25
students. They also had laboratories, cafeterias, sports facilities and a large library. There was then a classroom
immersion where we attended different classes thought by their teachers.

Dr. Seuss said “Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened.”Our experience was incredible from the
time we boarded the airplane on March 28th till 4th of April, the day we stepped out back home. We were the
selected few who got a chance to be a part of this wonderful experience which included a classroom immersion at
Catholic Junior CollegeThe principal symbol of Catholic Junior College (CJC) is the Holy Spirit. The Spirit of
God, depicted by the dove, guides the College in every word, thought and deed. The College Motto, In Veritate et
Caritate which means ‘In Truth and Love’, it speaks of its mission to nurture students who will be thinkers and
leaders that uphold integrity and are driven by the desire to serve and improve the world around them.The
College Flame reinforces the idea that the light of God, knowledge and wisdom must lead the way in doing
that.The Crest, in the shape of a shield, depicts the armor needed to guard ourselves from what is contrary to
God’s ways. It is clad in gold to signify how we treasure the College’s Catholic identity and to remind us of the
pursuit of excellence in learning and living.The classroom immersion program exposed the students on various
education systems prevalent in Singapore. Of the many education systems, choice-based system stands unique,
where students can opt for subjects of their choice either Physics, Mathematics, Biology and Economics or
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Physics, Mathematics, Biology and Geography among other combinations. This choice system enables students to
study varied subjects, be it science or non-science.Having a glimpse of all these wonderful things in Catholic
Junior College made the immersion program even more knowledgeable and interesting

VISIT TO HOUSING DEVELOPMENT BOARD

On 29th March, we visited the Housing Development Board. The Housing Development Board or the HDB is the
government agency of Singapore that is in charge of planning and controlling housing in Singapore. It is
equivalent to the BDA( Bangalore Development Authority) in Bengaluru. It makes various plans and policies for
housing.
One of its major functions is to build houses with many amenities and make them available to people, based on
some criteria. It also ensures that there is a good mix of various ethnic groups living within every HDB colony.
Around 80% of the population of Singapore lives in HDB flats and 95% of them own these flats. The HDB puts
forth certain conditions based the on income level, marital status, age, etc of the individual for owning flats in
HDB colonies. The conditions, policy and plans of the HDB are aligned to the government plans. The HDB was
established on the 1st of February, 1960, with the goal of solving the major housing crisis in Singapore. The Bukit
Ho Swee Fire in 1961 worsened the housing crisis and rendered nearly 16,000 people homeless. This played a
pivotal role in helping the HDB making plans for housing. Initially, the main objective of the Housing
Development Board was to solve the housing issue in Singapore by provide basic housing to its people. However,
over the years, the HDB has evolved to a great extent. Currently, the HDB aims to provide a space to live, learn,
work and play. People from all ethnic groups live in harmony in HDB colonies. The environment in HDB
colonies encourages people to interact with one another and live together as a family.Apart from planning
housing, the HDB promotes sustainable development. Some of the initiatives and measures towards achieving
sustainable development are rainwater harvesting, vertical greenery, etc. The Housing Development Board has
been successful in achieving all its goals. It is truly amazing to know how the HDB has tackled the housing crisis
in Singapore in spite of having limited space.

VISIT TO URBAN REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

On 30th March, we visited the URA or Urban Redevelopment Authority. It is the national urban planning authority
of Singapore. It is a statutory board under the Ministry of National Development of the Singapore Government.
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During the 1960’s and 1970’s, Singapore faced many problems such as overcrowding, inadequate infrastructure
and lack of proper housing. It was of mammoth task for the government to clear out the slums, provide public
housing and encourage economic growth. In 1996 the URA was tasked with facing this challenge.
The URA is Singapore’s land use planning and conservation authority. Their mission is to make Singapore a great
city to live, work and play. They strive to create a vibrant and sustainable city. Singapore has many limited
resources and yet has been able to succeed as a nation. Our visit to the URA gave a glimpse into the history of
Singapore. The URA has a concept plan of the next 40-50 years, this plan sketches out how the land will be used
efficiently. There were many architectural models of Singapore that gave a clear understanding on the progress of
the URA. Singapore’s remarkable transformation from a overcrowded country suffering from a lack of housing to
an environmentally sustainable international business hub is a result of the proactive and farsighted planning by
the URA.

VISIT TO MONETARY AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE (MAS)

On 30th March we also visited the Monetary Authority of Singapore or MAS. The MAS is the central bank of
Singapore. It formulates and executes Singapore’s monetary policies and issues Singapore currency (SGD). It was
formed in 1971 and manages the countries official foreign reserves and government securities. It has a prudent
oversight over the banking, securities, futures and insurances industries. It is responsible for the development and
promotion of Singapore as an international financial center. We walked around the galleries and saw different
currencies that have circulated in Singapore. They explained various economic concepts that Singapore has
undertaken to maintain and grow their economy. We also saw a very rare 10000$ currency note. The MAS works
to promote sustained non-inflationary economic growth and provide a sound and progressive financial center.

VISIT TO FUSIONOPOLIS
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On 31st March we visited Fusionopolis. It is a research and development complex located at the one-north
business park in Singapore. It is home to various research organizations, high-tech companies, government
agencies and retail outlets. It was completely built by 2010 and provides over 50000 square meters of business
park and laboratory space to both public and private agencies to form synergistic collaborations. During our tour,
we saw many new revolutionary technologies and ideas coming to life. We saw the latest 3D facial recognition
and speech pattern recognition. There was a new type of body protection made from cornstarch that was more
durable and flexible than Kevlar. One of our students attempted to try the latest tool to record brain waves. The
inventions there left us all awe-stricken. You will have to see it to believe it.

Our visit to fusionopolis -the r and d hub of singapor e.
Among all our educational visits, most of us loved fusionopolis the best. We were taken on a tour around the
“Fusion World Gallery” where we marveled at the wonderful inventions that were on display. Let me give you a
brief idea about what Fusionopolis is and what it aims for. The twin hubs of biomedical and engineering research
– Biopolis and Fusionopolis – concur at the heart of Singapore’s R&D. Strategically co-located at one-north, they
are home to the Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR)’s research institutes, consortia and
centers. They span multiple research disciplines from bioimaging to microelectronics. Fusionopolis mainly deals
with physical sciences and engineering. Fusionopolis and biopolis are the major research developments that form
the base of A*STAR. ASTAR (Agency for Science Technology and Research) bridges the gap between academia
and industry.Their research creates economic growth and jobs for Singapore, and enhances lives by contributing
to societal benefits such as improving outcomes in healthcare, urban living, and sustainability. Okay, let me now
tell you about our amazing experience out there. We took a charter bus to reach our destination. As soon as we
reached, we were astounded by the magnificent buildings towering around us! We couldn’t stop marveling at the
design and the size of those buildings! Each building seemed to be holding secrets and looked like it had its own
story to tell.
Then we were taken to the building that held the fusion world gallery….We were greeted and shown around by a
very dedicated and passionate guide. He seemed to be soaring with pride as he described about all the inventions
that were on display. His interest and dedication made the tour all the more wonderful to us.Coming to the main
scope of my article, that being to narrate our experience at this amazing place, let me just say that the inventions
there seemed like a dream turned to reality! The first thing we did was to view a holographic video that gave an
introduction to Fusionopolis and ASTAR. Then we saw this machine which took note of our facial structure and
features, performed a set of mathematical calculations and provided an output. It gave information about the
number of adults and children in the group, whether a particular person was male or female and also described the
expression on his/her face! It was pretty amazing. Our guide described that the machine was used for marketing
purposes and also to recognize a possible customer!
We then saw this machine which could convert a 2D image to a 3D image. Although we watch a lot of 3D
movies, seeing how it is done was great! My personal favorite was this phone that could be unlocked using your
voice. You have to initially set a series of 6 to 7 words as the passcode. When you want to unlock your phone all
you had to do was greet your phone with those words and it would unlock! The funny part was if your voice was
hoarse or strained, it would advise you to take a sip of water and try again. But mind you, if you had a tough time
bringing your voice to normal you probably could never unlock your phone! Of course there was a solution to it.
All you had to do was have a back-up passcode.
Afterward, we were taken to a flat screen monitor in which there was a videogame being played. It looked like a
kids’ videogame with a chick running on a track collecting fruits as it went by. The lady who assisted our guide
wore a metal contraption around her head. Later we discovered that the lady kept herself steady and was
concentrating with all her might on maybe something that was insignificant. We were informed by our guide that
the machine recorded the player’s brain waves. Until we concentrated really hard while playing, the chick
wouldn’t move an inch! This meant, until the graph of the player’s brain waves became a straight line. This was
played by children suffering from ADHD to improve their concentration. They were pleased to inform us that they
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had been successful in most cases. Up next, we went to the section that dealt with future plans. One of them on
display for us was a square device that was fixed to the ceiling. The population of the old in Singapore is
increasing and it is near to impossible for their sons or daughters to monitor them all the time amidst their busy
schedule. That is where this device would come into picture. It makes use of SONAR and has thermal receptors
to detect the movement of the person to whom it is calibrated. In case of an emergency, it would send a signal to
the person’s son or daughter using the patient’s voice as he/she calls out for help. If the person is unconscious, it
can detect that the person has collapsed to the floor. Signals are sent in this case too. The former makes use of
SONAR and the latter makes use of thermal receptors. So, here we are. Finally at the end of our tour! But, hats
off to the scientific genius. It was amazing for us to learn about the mechanism behind each of these inventions.
We were left spell-bound! And I would also like to mention that we were one of the privileged few that were
taken around the gallery and it was worth it!

VISIT TO NATIONAL MUSEUM OF SINGAPORE

On 31st March we also visited the national museum of Singapore. With a history dating back to its inception in
1887, the National Museum of Singapore is the nation’s oldest museum. Its galleries adopt cutting edge
technology and multi-perspective ways of presenting history and culture to redefine conventional museum
experience. It is a cultural and architectural landmark in Singapore and is a host to many festivals all year round. It
has a wide range of facilities and services including a F&B, retail and resource center.
We saw many ancient relics and artifacts. There were old coins and weapons. There were also broken pots and
ship equipment. Throughout the gallery there were many informative boards that explained the various articles.
Our tour guide gave detailed descriptions and many stories about the history of this island nation.

VISIT TO LAND TRANSPORT AUTHORITY

On 1st of April, we visited the land transport authority or LTA. The LTA is a statutory board under the Ministry of
Transport of Singapore. It plans, builds and maintains Singapore’s land infrastructure. They are the forefront of
construction and engineering and implement state-of-the-art technology to find solutions. It is also responsible for
the development of the rapid transit system and the expansion of the rail network. While we visited the galleries
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they explained the different problems Singapore faces by having very limited land resource. We had an interactive
session where they showed us a video and asked us to give our opinion on certain common problems.

Mar ina Bar rage and Gar dens By The Bay

On 2nd April, we visited the Marina Barrage. It is a dam built at the confluence of five rivers. It was opened on 1st
November 2008. It provides water storage, flood control and recreation. By keeping out seawater, it forms
Singapore’s 15th reservoir and first reservoir in the city. As the water level is unaffected by tides, it is ideal for all
kinds of recreational activities like boating, windsurfing, dragon boating etc. Gardens By The Bay is a nature park
built on reclaimed land in central Singapore. It is adjacent to the Marina Barrage. The park spans over 250 acres.
It is aimed to raise the quality of life by enhancing the greenery and flora in the city.

VISIT TO SINGAPORE ZOO

On 2nd April, we visited the Singapore Zoo. It was founded in 1973 and has been known to have one of the most
beautiful wildlife parks setting in the world. It has over 2800 animals spread out over a 26-hectare park. It has
many different viewing experiences for various animals. We attended various shows that highlighted various
animals. We saw a show that talked about various animals from the rainforest. There was an elephant show with
many trained elephants. We also saw the feeding of some seals and otters.
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VISIT TO SENTOSA

Our last day in Singapore was spent on the resort island of Sentosa. Sentosa is a
popular island resort in Singapore, visited by some twenty million people a year. Attractions include a 2 km
(1.2 mi) long sheltered beach, Fort Siloso, two golf courses, the Merlion, 14 hotels, and the Resorts World
Sentosa, featuring the theme park Universal Studios Singapore. 70% of the island is covered by secondary
rainforest, the habitat of monitor lizards, monkeys, peacocks, parrots as well as other native fauna and flora, also,
when the construction of Resorts World Sentosa commenced, environmental impact was kept at a minimum when
over two hundred trees in the designated area were replanted elsewhere on the island. The island also has 3.2 km
(2.0 mi) stretch of white sand beach
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